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Introduction
Humans born in the rvorld canit choose to get what

complexion and status they '7sst16' like to get. It depends on

the effect of acttion as its cause. They may have got good shape

or bad shape. lfhose who have got nice shape will be admirable

and praised by seeing and it isr as if the beautiful flowers. Those

who have gotbad shape wil.l not be attractive or pleasing for

seeing and it is as if the imbeautiful flowers. The beautiful shape

is useful for praising "beaul.iful" only but not for any other

values. For the flower, if it has good colour, beautiful shape

and good smell, it will be satislactory and lovely to general people.

If it has only beautiful colour and shape but no good smell,

its value will not be equal trr the flower with good smell but

without beauti{irl shape. It u'ill be very bad if it has bad smell

atthough its shape is beautiftrl but there is nobody requiring it.

In comparison, the persons lvith good shape and mind will be

popular and respectful in communLity. The person with virtue

but without a good shape is better than the person with beautiful

shape but without the virtue in m.ind. Nobody would like to

communicate with the person with bad mind although his shape

is very beautiful. This is to describe in comparison.

Human's appearance must be as derived. It is not change-

able. For mind, it usually dependsr on original base. However,

it can be improved with good intention. For example, The

things without smell before c;m be made to have good smell. In

colrunon, mindimay be often changed and certain Philosophers,

such as the Buddha who taqgfht tlhe people to have the virtue,

formulated the form of behavior as an evidence.

The intention to follow the provisions is called Sila

(Precepts). ThLe Sila is a lintl for the people to go on the good
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conduct constantly, It is comparred with the lines used as the
base for writing of the beginner:s. without lines, the letters
written will be meandering as if snakeis crawls. If the writer is
skillful, he can write without the lines. The person's behavior is
in the same way. lf there is no the principle for good conduct,
the mind will be instable and biased to bad conduct because it
is controlled by delusion. when the precepts are completely
observed, the practice of other virtues wilr be durable. This is
the usefulness of providing the prercepts.

To harming oach other in the world, the bodily action,
can be included into three kinds; l. Harming life and body.
2. Harming property and 3. Sexual harm. Sexual misconduct
to the other, verbal bad conduct such as doing false speech will
be made because of carelessness. The most important cause
of carelessness is irLtoxicants making the thought different. So
the philosophers such as the Buddha rcarized this event and
then provided the five precepts;

l. To abstain from taking life (lcilling).
2. To abstain from takiing what is not given.
3. To abstain from sexual misconduct.
4. To abstain from false speech.
5. To abstain from intoxicants causing carelessness.
Each itern ofthe preceplis is called..SiHrhapada". The
Precept has five items. Iio it called.frve Silkhapadas"
or Panca Sila". It was provided rightly and in order
to be useful to each other. Therefore it was called
"right provision". It has been the good teaching in
Buddhisrn.

Pancasila and Kalayanadhalnma (gracing virtues) would
be in pair of each other. They wore appeared in pali praising
the good conduct of people asr they possessed Sila and
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Kalayanadhamma. Here Kalayanadhamma, referred to good
conduct and supported Sila to tre more bright in all five
$ikkhapadas, are as follows :

1. Kindfulness relatedto the first Sikkhapada.
2. Right livelihood ralated to the second gikkhapada.

3. Sexual Restraint related to the 1tr1ffi $ikkhapada.
4. Honesty related to thel fourth $ikkhaF6da.
5. Mindfirlness related to the fifffi $ikkhapada.
On saying seperately, iSila is to abstain from breaking

the prohibitions but Kalayarradhamma is to follow the right
Dhamma.

Here these two items vdll be risen as the questions and
they will be described respectively as follow,

Panca Sila
(fte Five Precepts)

In the first rule of Precepts, the three prohibitions;
killing, bodily harm and tro,ubling beings, can be solved by
paying kindfulness. This is good reilson of providing this rule.

In the second rule of lPrecepts, the three prohibitions;
taking what is not given,liviry; on what is not given by the way
of supporting robbery and acting in the manner of robbers, can
be solved by concentrating on the right conduct to other people's
property. This is good reason of providing this rule.

In the third rule of Precepts, it can be eliminated by
prohibiting male party and female party from sexual misconduct
and common misconduct, can be solved by concentrating from
sexual misconduct. This is go,cd reason of providing this rule.

In the fourth rule of Precepts, it can be eliminated by
three prohibition; abstaining from false speech, any speech in
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the manner of false speech andl refusing to follow what was
accepted, can be solved by concentrating on the honesty. This
is good reason of providing this rule.

In the fiffh rule of Precepls, it can be eliminated by two
prohibitions; abstaining narcoti.cs and other intoxicants, can
be solved by concentrating fronn losing happiness and virtue.
This is good reasorr of providing rthis rule.

Vinrti
(Abstaining)

In this chapter, it can be erliminated by virati, abstaining
from three prohibitions;

1. Sampattavirati : abstainring from the object as occasion
arises 2. Samadanavirati : abstaining by undertaking regularly.
3. Samucchedavirati : abstaining by destruction of the root of
evil. These depend on the basic state of practicing people.

Kalyanadlhamma
In the first rule, it can be eleminatod by kindfulness that

the people observing the Precepts should specially pay in order
to offer happiness to somebody ellse.

In the second nrle, it can be eleminated bV right livelihood,
earning on the right way in order to support the people observing
the Precepts constantly.

In the third rule, it can be eleminated by two sexual
restraints; 1. Sadarasantosa-conlrnfuent with one's own wife
for men 2. Pativata-being faithful to one's own husband
for women. These are the principles rnore extreme than the
Precepts.

In the fourth rule, it can be eleminated by honesty of
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four manners; 1. Being honent to one's own duty. 2. Being
honest to friends. 3. Being royal to oneis own boss 4. Being
grateful to the done favour. These will support the people
observing the Precepts to be more perfect.

In the fiffh rule, it can be eleminated by mindfirlness of
four manners; 1. Moderation in eating. 2. Being carcful of work.
3. Having awareness of one's own conduct. 4. Being careful
of Dhamma. These are for the people observing the Precepts
to be better in their conduct.

These will be described irr detail respectively next chapter.

Panca Sila
(Five lhecepts)

Panatipata Veramani
The Fiint Rule

This rule Panatipata Veramani means abstaining from
taking life, to abstain from killing beings.

'$sings" referred humarL beings and animals living from
pregnancy until old age.

This rule was provided to cultivate kindfulness in the
mind of all beings.

For being mainly aimed at kindfulness, it is not only
the killing prohibited but bodily harming and troubling are also
prohibited on this rule.

Taking life
Killing is to t-king life.
By object there are two kinds of the object to be killed;

1. Humanbeings 2. Animals.
By intention, there are two kinds of killing; 1. Killing

intentionally 2. Killing unintentionalty
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Killing may be finished with two manners; 1. Killing is
made by the killer 2. Killing is made on the order.

To give order of killing, the order giver and killer will
be punished as murders in both relligions part and worldly part.

Kamma of stong or light effect
Kitling : It may be considered as kamma of storng effect

or light effect. T'his depends on the object, intention and
killing manner

Object : one being killed. killing the persons who are not
offenders who are f'avour givers s,uch as parents or who produce
social virtue such as the Buddh4 rvill have strong effect.

Intelrtion : the killer's intention. Killing under the power
of defilements such as wrong understanding that there is no
real sin, under the power of grer:d such as killing for money,
under the power of hatred such as killing innocent children
because of being angry with their parents, and killing without
any reasorut such as being angry with one student and then he
kills another sfudent, of the same school, who is not concerned
at all such killing has strong effect.

IManner : Trying to kill. It i.s to torture victims to be very
painful before killing. It is called "made the victim dead
gradually" such killing has also strong effect.

Bodilytlarm
Bodily harm refers to making s body else physically

defective, disfigured or painful buttnot to be death.
Defection is to make some parts of body lose their usual

applicability such as losing eyes, arrns and legs.
Disfiguration is to make ra body lose nice shape and

beauty not to be defective such as slitting or hitting at the
face with knife or stick of wood to make it wound
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Troubling is to harm wirthout disfiguration but with losing
happiness.

All this bodily harm is to comply with panatipata (killing).
So it is prohibited by this rule.

Torrrent
on the itern, only animal will b,e mentionedbecause humans

are not the objects to be torturerd in g;eneral.
Torment nneans paying tlhe cru:el action to animals without

kindfulness. Its sample divisions can be pointed out as follows.
Using : nreans using arLimalsi without kindfulness. Let

them be thin, without EatirLg, sleeping and taking rest in
proper time. lTitting while they are being used for work
harming their bodies without kindfulness or over using their
power such as l.et them carryr too treavy thing. This is called
'oTorment ofusfurg".

Detaining means detain them to be starving, exhausting
or tying them so fast that they can't change their postures. This
is called "Torment of detaining,,.

Talcing m$ans the animarls such as ducks, hens and pigs
are teed and canied with their heads down and feet up. This is
called "Torment of taking".

Enjoying nleans putting out the wings and legs of animals
such as grasshoppers and crickots for one,s enjoying.

Animal's lighting can be found in cow-fighting, buffalo_
fighting, goat-fighting, sheep-fighLting, cock-fighting, fish_
fighting, cricket-fighting etc.

All torttrring animals will be complied with killing. so it is
also prohibited ar;cording to thir; rule.
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Adinnadana'Veramani
(To abstain form taLing what is not gven)

The Second Rule
This rule Adinnadana veramani mqans abstaining from

taking what is not given.
J[s mannsr of tat ing is to take it in robber,s manner
What is not grven means the things belonging to somebody

else. It may be the living property or the property without life
that is not rightly given by the o'wners. It may not belong to
anyone but it is cherished by keepers such as the things devoted
to the holy places of religion, public property, Sangha's property
and the property belonging to any clubs.

This rule was provided for right livelihood, abstaining
from harming each other and taking what was not given.

Mainly considering the right conduct of the property of
somebody else, it is only robbeqy but living on robbery_like
manner and action in the mann€r' of robbery are also prohibited
according to this rule.

Robbely
Robbery is to take what is not given in the manner of

robbery. For example, robbing thieft, snatching away, extorting
and comrption.

Living on Robberylike Manner
Robberylike manner is the manner of seeking out for

objects in the wrong way but is not direct robbery. For example
Collusion with robber is the nnanner of supporting robbery

such as buying what has been stolen.
out-and out robber is the dishonest manner of association
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with aiming at taking other person's property only without
property without association.

Taking bribes is accepting what is given for supporting

their business in the wrong way. For example, the officer

takes some brilbes from robb,ers and then let them go out of

offences.

Such property and things derived by the wrong way

are the same asi those derived. by r,obbery. They will not give

happiness to the person who p;et them. They will be a cause of

degeneratior su,ch as losing propertl', honour.

The person who lovers himself should abstain from

making a living on robberylilce action and search for property

and things for making a living of'oneself and of the person

who should be taken care in the right way with his own effort.

Action as Robberry rnanner
In this item, it means the action making other person's

property or things lose or belong to oneself. There are two kinds

of it.
Desfioyi4g : It is to destroy olher persons' properry things

such as burning houses, cars, fiIrm, field and pretending to cut out

the salary and u,ages.

Snatching : It is to take other persons' property or things

easily. For example, children and g;randchildren of bad conduct

use the properlr of their parents and grandparents and relatives

and friends use, the property of relatives and friends. Without
telling the owners.

The people hoping propr:rty firr themselves should abstain

from such manner of robbery, give respect to the right of owners

in the same wa)'you want sonLebod;r else to do with you.



Weighty action ror light action
Saying on action, Adinnadana is of strong effect. It depends

on objects, intention and manner.
Object : If the object robbr:red is very costly and makes

the owner lose a lot, it will give thLe strong effect.
Intention : Taking because of greed and strong intention

will give strong effect.
Manner : Taking with killing or harming the owners or

destroying houses and things will give strong effect.

Kamesumic chzc:ara Veramani
(Abstain from sexrral misconduct)

The Thinl Rule
This rule Karnesumicchacaa Veramani means abstainins

from sexual misconducts.
Here the word "Kama" is the manner of loving each

other with sex.
This rule was provided in order to give protection against

disuniting in the group of human lbeings and make them to have
confidence in each other.

Considering right conduct as a main point, there are
three kinds of ladies prohibited firr men; l. Other one,s wife.
2. The ladies under watching o'yer such as the ladies under
the guardianship of parents or relatives. 3. The ladies prohibited
by tradition such as nuns or those'who are prohibited by the law.
Making love with these three groups of ladies whether they agree
or not is regarded as sexual misconduct. The men raping other
ladies besides these are also under the sexual misconduct.

Two groups of men are also prohibited for ladies; 1. Other
men besides her husband are prohibited for a married lady.
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2. The men prolnibited by tradition such as monks, ascetics are
prohibited of all ladies.

Musavada Verunani
(Abstaining frorn the false speech)

The Fo,urth lRule
This rule Musavada Veramani means abstaining from

the false speech, speaking a lie called imusai
The manner of speaking5 or the action of speaking false

speech is called'lnusavada" here.
This rule rvas provided irr order to prohibit cutting benefit

with speech. Because all people like and respect the truth, speak-
ing a lie to othe,r persons is to cut their benefit. It is regarded
"sinful"

Considerir:Lg the truth as the main point, not only speaking
a lie the words complied with false speech or related to it is
also prohibited a.ccording to this rule.

IVlusa
(False speech)

This iteur can be deternrined 1by the following mannerc;
Object (story) that is spoken is not true, the speaker
intenLds to speak arrd say what is incorrect in order
to make somebody else misunderstand.

Giving false information to make other people misunder-
stand can be made not only by speec;h but also by writing, using
hands and head as a signal etc.

The t1ryes of Musa can be dlescribed, for example, as
follows.-

Pot (lie) is to speak a llie directly such as see but say
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not see. It may be called differently according to speaker's
purposes. For example, to stir up, dissension is called'halicious
speech", to cheat is called "drgceiving", to praise is called
"flattering", to refuse what has been spoken is called "going back
on one's word"

Being durable to oath is the manner of swearing to follow
what has been spoken without real intention such as the witness
gives another words different frorn the words given in oath.

Doing scheme is the manner of boasting of unreal holy
things such as boosting of being invulnerable in order to make
people believe and favour oneseliL lt is a trick for finding gain.

Tricks is an action being shown in order to make
somebody else misunderstand such as the person violating
Precepts makes somebody else rrnderstand that he is observing
the Precept.

Hidden Motive is to use rhetorical embellishments such
as seeing a person coming in the oposite direction. After he
pass the point of seeing 20 wa far away. When somebody
asks him if he see somebody. He answer t'I didn't saw anybody
except the asking person".

Enriching the message is to speak a lie with former data
but make it over the fact such ers advertising nutritive food as
a tonic or it can be used for curiqg of cancer disease

Suppressing the truth is to speak a lie with former data
but the message that is not desired to be known is out in order
to produce misunderstanding for somebody else. For example,
a student comes back from school and visit the house of a friend
of the same habit and they go to the place of cause of ruin,
when they arrive home late and their parents ask why they
come back home so late, they answer they go to friends' house.
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V/eighty Actio:n or Light Action
(Actions haviog sFong or light effect)

Considering it as action, Musavada is regarded as having
a strong effect according to obj,esf, inLtention and manner.

Object : It is to speak ur lie to oneis beneficial persons
such as father, mother, teacher, boss and general beneficial
persons, the persons of moralit5l, such action has serious effect.

Inteirtion : If the speaker pays bad thought of others such
as being enduring to oath, giving a false evidence, accusing
somebody else and deceive the perrsons for getting property,
such action has serious effect.

Manner : If the speaker tries to make up false matter : For
example, saying that he will establish a monastery and then prints
circulars inviting people to join in merit making and collect dona-
tions, with refering to institutic,ns and religious organizations in
order to cheat and collect villagersi property and money, it has
serious effect.

An Exception of Musa
This rule slhould be detennined by the following manners;

the object (matter) being said is not true but the speaker does
not intend to say'in order to make hearers misunderstand. The
following manners should be described for example.

Siatthaeng (To speak sarcastically) is the manner of
making somebody else feel heart sick with speech refering
what is not true, and make them higher than they are. It is
called "to taunt"'. Speaking to marke them worse than their
former status is called "to abus€,"

Supplab (capricious) is to speak a lie with high-spirited
speech but the speaker doers not intend to make hearers
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misunderstand. For example, accepting or refusing easily but he
does not follow what he accepted or refused.

Patissiava
Accepting with thinking to follow but it is not followed

later should see the following exarnples;-
To break a promise : Both parties made a promise to do

something. Later one of the partiers does not follow the promise.
To lose honesty : Only one party gave a promise of

doing something. Later it is not done. For example, one made
a promise not to do the businesrs of amphetamine tablet but
he does it againwhen he has a good chance.

To go back on one's word : One accepted to do the things
and then does not do as it was acc,epted to do. For example one
agreed to give something to sometrody else does not give them.

Surameragamajiapamadatthana Veramani
(Abstaining from intoxicants causing carelessness)

The Fiffh Rule
This rule Surameragamajijapamadatthana Veramani

means abstaining from intoxicants causing carelessness.

Bad effect of liquor and intoxicants
Liquor causing druntc
Drunk causing losing awarc,r€s.
Losing awarenes causing to trc mistaken.
To be mistaken causing faulty speech and act.
The states sf rrnhappiness isr the way to go for the doers

of faulty speech and act. Therefire all liquor and intoxicants
should not be drunk and enjoyed.
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Therefore, the people drinking and enjoying addicted
things often consider 'lrrong things as right 

'tings, 
hannful

things as good things and thirrk that the liquor can make them
forget suffering. So they named it "BoromsangduHrha" (To
release suffering nicely). The,y think that they will have good
temper when they use opium. So they named it "Sulfiaseyasa"
(happiful sleeping). They think that they will have no woriy
in mind and sleep nicely when they smoke marihuana, so it
was named Devarajapandom (sleeping as heavenly spirit the
king of). However, that is not rlrue.

Their forgetting the suffilring, sleeping nicely and having
no worry in mind are the elfect of being drunk and doped
until they lose rnindfulness and clear comprehension of bad or
good state. Allter the effect of liquor and drugs has gone,
they become unhappy as usual. Besides losing money for
buying those things, they ber:ome lazy, do not engage in an
occupation and just damage their prope4ty only.

Therefore i t  should 1be right to name the l iquor
'toromsangduHrha" (a great prroducer of unhappiness), to name
the opium "Sulfiavinasa" (the thing damaging happiness), to
name the marihuana" pisacanabandom (sleeping of ghost)
and to name the liquor and drugs "boromlangpblan" (a great
damage) because they damager all of property, money, honour,
reputation and virtue. Hereby the liquor and intoxicants should
not be drunk, usr:d or even tried to have.

Virati : r{bstinence
The people abstaining from the Prohibition Five Precepts

are called "the people of Prec,qlts." There are three kinds of
abstinence called "Virati; l. $ampattavirati 2. Samadanavirati
and 3. Samucchedavirati
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1 Sampattavirati means abstaining from the object
reached without making an iin advance but the persons
consider such an action as it is :not suitable for them by birth,
family, rank and title, property, followers, knowledge or
kindful mind, thinking of oneself and other person, feeling
ashamed, having moral fearfulness or seeing the benefit of
abstaining from others and they d,o not do such an action.

The persons without an occassion of, doing such an action,
such as the thief abstains from stearling because he does not have a'chance, 

are nbt considered as doirrg abstention.
2. Samadanavirati is to abstain by undertaking. It is the

abstention of the persons keepin.g the Buddhist precepts such
as Monks, Novices, Buddhist lay rmen and women.

T'o abstain from the objects reached with the idea that
it should not do and it is to abstain by undertaking, not break
prohibitions for religious people and ascetics. Besides duty, it is
also regarded as religious observa:nce, what to be practiced.

3. Samucchedavirati is the abstinence by destruction,
the abstention of holy monks u'ho do not usually break the
prohibitions since they become holy monks.

These five Precepts are Buddhist Disciplines for both
monks and lay men. The real Iluddhist people will observe
them strictly or unstrictly. It depends on their base. The people
who have never observed can 

.be 
only persons who praise

Buddhism at the base.

Pancakalayanadhamna
(Virtue enjoyed by tlhe five precepts)

The people abstaining from the five prohibitions are
called "Observing the Precepts" The people observing the
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Precepts will not do or speak what is giving suffering to them-
selves and somebody else. But not all such people are called
"having Kalayanadhamma" For example, a person observing
the Precepts see the person who is swimming because his
boat sinks. Alth,ough he can he.[p but he does not help kindly. The
swimming person sinks and <lies. In this case, the observing
person does not break any Preoepts but he loses kindfulness. So
he is reproachable and regarded as "losing Kalayanadhamma".

If he sees the sinking prerson. and then help that person
to survive, he rvill be regarded as "having both Precepts and
Ennobling virtues"

Kalayanaclhafirma means the Ennobling virtues. Saying
by paraphrase, it is the principle that is more special than the
Precepts according to the rules as fol.lows.-

The Ennobling virtue of tthe first rule is kindfulness.
The Ennobling virtue of tthe second nrle is right livelihood.
The Ennobling virhrc of tthe third rule is sexual restaint.
The Ennobling virtue of tlhe fourth nrle is the tnrthfirlness.
The Ennobling virtue of tthe fifthnrle is mindfrrlness.

The Ijnnobling virtue of the primary rule
Metta is t,o desire somebody else to be happy, when one

has got happiness, he would like other persons to have it. This
is a cause of hellp and supporting each other. Temples, schools,
hospitals, nursery welfare plerces, lfoundations for charity etc.
have been established from tlhe idea of helping other persons
to be happy. So the property has been donated for restoring or
support such places for giving the some benefit to other persons.

The person who has a good chance to pay his kindfulness
to other persons but does not do such as he had got children
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but does not take care of them or sees the persons who don't
have anything to eat but does not give them anything. Such a
person will be called "the person ofunfeeling, taking only benefit
of himself, owing a debt of the world because he has been
supported by the world before and then does not give back.

Karuna (compassion) is to desire other persons to be out
of suffering. Having worry while seeing the suffering people.
This virtue will be a cause of helping each other.

Paytng the compassion is the duty of human leings to be
done because oneself has ever rreceived the compassion from
somebody else. For example, when our supporters had taken
care of us while we were younger. They tried take us to see
the doctor for treatment, we still expect the compassion from
them when the good chance for ;giving the compassion to other
persons has come, we should do.

Whoever sees but does not pay the compassion. For
example, seeing a person, in ther sinking boat, is going to die,
he does not help as siad above or seeing the sick man on the
way without supporters, he passes that person without any
help. Such a person is called "lfie person with black mind,

taking advantage of the world and expecting the support of
world only and when having a chance, he does not give back
the compassion.

Helping victims, buying back the life of animals from
slaughterhouses releasing birds and fish etc. are all made
with kindtulmind.

However, although giving that compassion to each other
is the Ennobling virtu€, the giver should be good at trick. The
benefit hereby wil.l be completed. If the givers are not clever
but aim to give the compassion only, it may cause the ill effect.
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For example, when we see ther thieves being arrested, we want
them to be clear of the charge arLd then make them leave out. Such
an action is to give the compassion wrongly and it is also illegal.
so it should not be done. In such a situation, we should take
impartiality and,consider it is the effect of their made action.

For giving the compassion, if the givers giving it rightly,
it will give the good effect to the gi.vers and receivers. lt also
makes nicer the practice of the, persons observing the precepts.
comparatively, the ring is morre beautiful with setting of a ring.
This is hareby called "Ennobling virtue" (Kalayanadhamma)
of the first item.

Kalaryanadhamma of the second iterr
Right livelihood (sammaajiva) is to have the effort of

living on the right way. This virtue will support the persons
taking Precepts to be able to obsen'e the precepts constantly.
In fact although the persons taking the precepts abstain from
making a living on the wrong trick,, they have to have moral
behaviour in earning their living;.

The manner of moral behaviour in earning one,s living
can be seen fromL the action ofpersons and objets as deseribed
respectively.

Dhamma conduct in action such as whoever is an
employee or gets the benefit from doing some activities, he
will work on his duty with dililgence and intention to complete
those activit ies nicely, work on the t ime f ixed for the
activities, come early and go back late, not avoid duty. such
an action is called "moral conduct i:n activities. For example
of moral conduct in person, the manager pays the wages to his
workers in accordance with their promise and work. In other
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hand, the seller, while he is purr;hasing good, determines how
many percentages he will get an.d the price of goods and then
sells them on the same price to any buyers whether they are
honorable or common men. He does not think only of gain
such as does not tell higher price to the stupid persons. If he
sees they are clever buyers, he will sell goods on the determined
price. This is called'horal condlrct in person".

For example of moral conduct of objects, the seller
selling things such as milk, butter', honey and wax etc. Whether
they are real or artificial things (pure or mixed). They must
be told as they are. Selling the fake objects does not only make
the buyers lose money but cuts out the benefit of them. For
example, if we want real honey for medicine but get mixed
honey. We have to pay for it in the some price whether it is real
or mixed. The mixrng honey is not good for mixing medicine.

In other hand, the food that is expired, spoiled and harming
the eating people is not changed. It is still sold. Such selling
things is worse than that said above'. It may make the eating people
die or be sick and suffering. For example, warming and selling
the food staying overnight and goi.ng bad.

On other hand, a person has made agreement of building
a house. He uses materials as on the agreement and does not
use second hand materials such an action is called "moral
conduct in objects"

Work with bad effect s,hould be abstained
One who is seeking for a job should abstain from any

jobs with bad effect although it is the trick for earning a lot
of money. The property derived from the job with bad effect
does not give complete benefit.
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On other hand, the job for losing such as gambling
should not be choosed because if we make a wrong move, we
will be ruined, if we get the propelty, it is not lasting because
of two causes; 1. Easy getting, little worry, easy paying, not
easy to keep. 2.The desire isr not finished. If the gambling is
not stopped, oncre a wrong mo\/e may happen.

Therefor one should select the job using physical power,
ideal power or paying property in order to make him feel
unwilling to pay money deriver:l from investing.

The property should be kept from danger andpaid
r€asonably

The property derived fromL working diligently will be wealthy
because its owner takes care and keeps it from the danger from
himself or from unnecessary spending of his chuildren and wife
and from external cause such as being stolen or damaged. The
owner should reasonably expense it and not make himself trouble.

Diligence ofwork suppofting observing the Precepts
Workers should have diligence. See bees for example.

They fly to find out the in sirle of a flower and bring it little
by little for them and their chiltdren throughout the winter. The
persons have diligence of working and get money for earning
their living and their familieis should always keep it for the
future. Althoug,h it is only a little number, it can make them
happy they do not go on bad rlonduct because of their trouble.
The Precepts hereby can be observed completely.

So Right Livelihood is the virfue supporting the Precepts
to be pure and constant. There.Fore it is called t'BalsUing virtue
of the second it€m.."
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Ennobling virtue of the third it€m
Restraint in Sex is the manner of carefulness and not

going on sexual pleasure. This makes men and women bright.
The men and women abstaininl; from sexual misconduct but
still having sexual pleasure will not have majestic looking and
not be able to go out of gossiping maliciously.

This virtue can be divided on person's sex as follows.
$adarasantosa is the conterunent with one's own wife. It is

the virtue for men.
Pativata is the contentment with one's own husband.

This is the virtue for women.
The married rnan is satisfiecl with his own wife. They help

each other to earn their living, do not leave each other. He
does not love other woman. Thir; is called "he is having strong
contentment with his own wife.

For female party after her rnarriage, she takes care of her
husband as well as possibleo loves her own husband only. Finally,
after the death of her own husband, she still keeps her being a
widow without marriage again because of loving the dead
husband. She does not love an'y other men. Such a woman
is called "having Patiyata", giv:ing good conduct to her own
husband.

T'he sexual restraint shows rnore good conduct of men and
women. So it is called "Ennobling virtue of the tbird it€m"

The Ennobling virtue of the fourth item
Being Honest the TruthfuLness is the manner of makins

oneself honest, should be considered the following items.-
Just : Doing activites fairly on one's own duty. Do not

make them wrong under the power of four wrong ways at
behaviour (prejudice); 1. Prejudice caused by love or desire.
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2. Prejudice caused by hatred. 3. prejudice caused by delusion.
4. Prejudice caused by fear. s,ee the judge giving a decision of
cases fairly as an example.

Uprightness is to be h<lnest to friends by supporting,
sharing joys and sorrows, remincling, introducing what is
useful, loving each other really, paying kindfulness to friends
such as do not swindle for the property, money or gold of one,s
own friends. sur:h a friend is called'bayrng honest to friends"

To be faithful : It is to love oneis own boss when he has
been praised as the boss. Be faithul in him. Don't be treacherous
to him, love him by heart, give him will power in all activities,
and protect him from danger and even the life can be given to
him.

To be grateful : It is to know what has been done to one
self. It is a pair of Katavedi (one who reciprocates) reciprocating
in order to be k'own that onerself knows what you have done
to him.

One, praising or regarding the people who have supported
oneself as helpfrrl persons such as mother, father, teacher and
boss, does not irrsult and behave presumptuously as an equal,
is called *grateful pe,rson"

The people observing the precepts wil be completed with
more quality by being honest. So it is called'.Ennobling virtue
in the fourth it€m"

Ennobling virhre; of the fiffh it€m
Mindfirlness is to have carefulness. The following manners

can be seen :
l. Awareness of quantity. of food to be eaten. It means

abstaining the some food because of some disease, having
proper food, knowing quantity oI'expenses for food in accordance
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with the money earned.
2. Carefulness of work. It means not to quit the duty,

intend;tng to work, knowirrg tinne to work. Don,t waste the
time and obey the nules and regulaLtions, etc.

3. Having mindfulness and. awareness in one,s conduct.
It means carefulnesrs of running activities if it is useful or not.

I1; should be done or not. Do''t do it if it should not be done.
Do it if it should be done.

Be careful of speech while speaking. Having spoken out
donit ciurcle speech. I)on't bring tlhe damage to oneself and other
personsi.

Thought must be on the base of evidence. Don,t leave it
free.

The person of awarsness, considering good and bad
effects before doing; activities, will not usually do wrong things
as his nature.

4. Carefulness in Dhamma means the carefulness in
Dhamma; the state of common be:ing of the world. The manner
of bodiJty change. 1-he young people become old, hair becomes
silver Erey, teeth become losirLg, body wrinkled, develop
freckles, hunchbacl<ed, hard of hearing, eye with little light,
mind in a trance, wrlaker. Such nnnners are called Jara' (old).
Bodily unhappiness and sickness €re called'Bayadhi' (disease).
The manner that combine by the four primary elements and
departirrg from each other is called dead, old age, disease and
death are one of bodily states that can not be protected by the
trick of human beings upto now.

The person who realized the compounded things, does
not indulge in age, pleasure and life, is ready to accept three
coming sufferings. So while bei:ng yomg, he should be in a
hurry to study and seek for kno'wledge for working. When
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he becomes adult, be deligent and collect money for using in
case of old age, disease cominLg on and he cannot earn, he can
live on the property, reputation and the virtue collected for
litiog happily forcver.

When the death comes, he will not worry about anything.
Such a person is called "a person who is careful in Dhamma.
the state of worldly nature".

On other hand, hjaritA the evil conduct in act, in word
and in thought, will give unsietisfied effect to doers. It may
be thought that oneself does it a liule bit. It is not enough to
make oneself bad. So a little bit ev:il will become more evil if
it is often done.

On other hand, Sujaritil the good conduct in act, in
word and in thought, will givr: satisfied effect to doers. One
should not think that a little goodness done will not give the
effect. Try to do it often ancl then it will become more and
more. In comparison, the drop of water often dropped can
make a receptacle full of wal;er. This should be taken as a
sample. The person who does not quit his duty, does not
associate with llad conduct, try to do good conduct again
and again, is called a person of carefulness in wholsome and
unwholesome.

On other hand, the born people are going on the round of
rebirth. It is cornmon for them to see satisfied and unsatisfied
things being called Lokadhamma (world conditions). The
satisfied parts are gain, fame, praise and happiness. The
unsatified parts are loss, obscurity, blame and pain. It can be
compared with the people who go to several places. They may
see sightly and unsightly things on the way.

The worldly conditions must be met for a while. They
should not be kept in mind because they are causes of
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suffering, ambition and depres;sed with the power of over

pleasure and over unpleasure such as showing bodily and

verbal action. Such action should not be done because it

show mental weakness of oneself,

The careful people who take care of being controlled by

the worldly conditions are called car€fuI of worldly conditions.

Having mindfulness makes the people observing the Precepts

do better conduct. So it is name<l "Ennobling virtue of the fiffh

it€m".
The people of Ennobling; virtue are called Ennobled

people, the people who do good conduct. They are worthy of

respect and being sample people lfor all.

END
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